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Nanotechnology applications in technique, analytical chemistry,
environmental chemistry and life science allows to change ours conception
about possibilities of chemical technology. One of significant applications
of nanotechnology is electrochemistry. In electrochemistry, applications of
nanotechnology can be endless: from sensors for monitoring of traces
(analytical signal /current/ –at level 10-12 -10-7 A) to power sources such
as accumulators and fuel cells (current range from 10-7 up to 102-103 A).
In general, dynamic electrical current range is of 14 orders. It should be
underlined that in all the cases we have deal with 3-D Nano-structures of
electrodes. R&D work in the field allows dramatically increasing
sensitivity of sensors and efficiency of power sources in comparison to
traditional bulk electrodes.
One of main challenge of future is new energetics. Oil free, powerful and
at the same time, ecological friendly energetic can change human's future.
One of prospective in the field is fuel cell (FC) technique. The FC is
unique because of direct transformation of chemical energy to electrical
energy with high efficiency (up to 75-85%). In addition, Fuel cell has no
moving internal parts, i.e. possess of high reliability. This design is making
Fuel cells almost silent. Most of FC reaction products do not included air
pollution such as CO and CO2. In general, FC is power source with zero to
near-zero levels of harmful emissions.
Last 5-6 decades is characterized of big successes of the FC technology.
High efforts of famous chemists as for instance Ostwald [1], Bacon [2],
Grubb and Niedrach [3], Korovin [4], Bagotsky [5], Frumkin [5,6],
Ballard [7] lied to appearance of new powerful FC systems such as H2/O2,
CH3OH/O2, NaBH4/O2, N2H4/O2, NH3BH3/O2 and so on. Prospective and
low cost methanol (ethanol)/O2 FC is now only in progress. Only H2/O2
FC successfully works in space, in submarines and in other military
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applications. However, mix H 2-O2 is very dangerous because of explosion.
The fact is reason to searching of hydrogen rich but non-explosive fuels. In
addition, one of main disadvantages FC is necessary of noble metal
catalysts. The main challenge now is to find new safety hydrogen carrier
(fuel) and substitute traditional rare and expensive noble metal catalysts to
low cost and efficiency metal or composite catalysts based on
nanotechnology.
A R&D work in the field of FC is prospective on the way to oil free world.
Several groups of researchers work in the field. Daihatsu motor Co
researchers Tanaka, Yamada, Asazava reported about new non noble metal
catalysts such as Co and Ni [8-13]. Tel-Aviv University (group prof.
Patolsky) developed new non noble metal catalysts fuel cell based on
ammonia-borane complex as fuel. It was shown that low cost Nano-Cu
catalyst in the system works ca 1.5 times powerful to classical Pt-catalyst
(EH2)/Nano-Cu =-1.45 V vs. (EH2)/nano-Pt =-1.0 V). At the same time
electrode from bulk (compact) Cu do not shows this effect. It is only one
example of effect of nanotechnology.
Examples shows that investigations in the field of nanotechnology is the
way to find nontraditional solutions on the way to modern energetic. We
spoke about only of the few part of dynamic range of current (from ~10-1
to 102A). Application of nanotechnology to completely current range gives
us lot of additional possibilities. Also special interest is of investigations in
the field in range of current less than nano-ampers. This is
electrochemistry of electrochemical sensors. Control and monitoring of
dangerous and harmful substances is necessary in all part our life in
medicine, food control, air and water pollution control and explosives and
narcotics control. Nanotechnology is the way to frontiers solutions can be
very helpful not only in power sources technology and in sensors
technology. Reports about nanotechnology in sensors design will be next
part of my comments to applications of nanotechnology in
electrochemistry.
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